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1. EDITORIAL 
 

It seems as though we have been very lucky with the weather of late which has enabled us to achieve a good 
launch rate. 
This year has been a busy one for our Club and things have gone, in the main, smoothly. 
The expedition to Eden Soaring was enjoyed by all who went there. It really is quite a place to fly from and the 
scenery is simply superb. 
With the start of the Gliding Scholarship Scheme the airfield came alive with so many enthusiastic young people 
and this has reduced the average age of our membership by a significant number. We must have the youngest 
age profile of any club in the country. The reception of this scheme by the BGA was also remarkable and the 
invitation to the club to give a presentation of what we achieved and how we achieved it at the BGA 
Management Conference was significant for our club. 
With the lowering of the age for solo gliding to 14 we had two 15-year olds solo recently. 
The new pilot licencing regulations, which come fully into force in April 2015, will be interesting to say the least. 
Steve is going to give a presentation in respect of how it will work, how we comply and the actions necessary.  
Following the AGM, it is good to be able to report that Keith Wilson, who has joined as a social member, has 
agreed to take care of our PR and media contacts. Keith is well-known and respected internationally as an 
aviation journalist, author and photographer and we are fortunate indeed that he will be able to raise our 
profile. Thank you for taking this on, Keith. 
Our Annual Dinner will take place on Saturday 8th March at Ramsey Golf Club thanks to Di & Ron. 
So as we move into 2014, let’s continue to take our club forward. 



 
 
 
2. CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 

 

I believe we have had an excellent 2013. We have seen the club expand in total membership by 50% and in our 
juniors from three to almost twenty. We have seen the start of our twelve scholarships, working with Ramsey 
Abbey College and have now received a second lottery grant this year which will subsidise each of the first 50 
post-solo flights of Junior Members who are in full-time education by £5.00. This money is for the first 17 juniors 
who fly solo and will be credited to their accounts every few months. The lottery grants so far total nearly 
£14,000. 

 
I don't want to steal anything from our CFI's report, but my congratulations go to everyone who went solo for the 
first time in 2013. This year we have seen many first solo's including the first four from Ramsey Abbey College - 
congratulations to you all. Also we have seen many members progress to fly the Junior. I think our single-seaters 
will really earn their keep next year. 

 
I would also like to thank the committee for their hard work in helping to run the club and the instructors. 
Without them we would not have a club. 

 
My own thoughts and aims for the future years are: 
 
1)     The continuation of our scholarships scheme. 
 
2)     The training of four new instructors from our club which SJ has in hand for future years. 
 
3)     A 15 to 20 year extension to our lease. 
 
4)     On the back of our commitment to young people, l believe we can get a capital grant for a new clubhouse a 
and probably another two-seater glider. 
 
5)     Further expansion to 100 members in a few years. This will help the viability of the club in many ways. 
 
No doubt there will be other priorities set by the committee to deal with along the way. 
I would like to thank Peter Valentine for all his help in getting the scholarship scheme off the ground and into the 
air. 
 
Lastly I wish you all a Happy Christmas and New Year and may all your landings be good ones in 2014. 

 

Michael 
 

 
3. CFI’s SECTION 

 

As we approach the end of the year & look back at 2013 as a club we have achieved some really good results with 
1st solos being the top of the list. However we seemed to have a shortfall of ‘Bronze’ pilots trying to achieve 
‘Silver’. Let’s see if we can get these pilots up to ‘Silver’ & beyond. 

Looking at the current time we have annual checks taking place and as we will continue to fly through January 
next year, weather permitting, we should be well ahead of plan so that 2014 will again be another busy year. 

January will see Bronze lectures taking place at the club house with Bronze exams set in early February.  



Also 2014 will see pilots converting to the new SPL and LAPL(S) licences.  I shall be holding a meeting early in 2014 
to explain the conversion process. I have great excitement for 2014 & believe & hope the season will produce 
more cross-country kilometres than in the past. 

 

The bubble in the cartoon below says:         

OH GREAT AND MERCIFUL DUTY INSTRUCTOR, PLEASE SMILE ON THY LOWLY CLUB MEMBER & GRANT HIM 
PERMISSION TO RIG & FLY HIS OWN GLIDER                                                        

   

WISHING YOU & YOUR FAMILIES A VERY MERRY CHRISMAS 

Steve Jarvis 
CFI 

Remember: Speed is life & height is insurance. 

4. AIRCRAFT NOTES  

At the AGM last month when Peter Valentine presented my annual report on my behalf a question was asked 
concerning this year’s level of aircraft maintenance expenditure compared with the previous year’s: £7763 versus 
£1600. In response to the question the major items of expenditure are listed below: 

Transition of the new K6 to EASA system, Phil Alexander funded £1000 of this: £2,848 

New pilot harnesses for both 2-seaters & strap for Junior:    £1,139 

K8 floor structure welding repairs:       £ 473 

Renewal of Tost Tow Release Hooks on DOX:     £ 297 

Replacement of life-expired rudder cables on Junior:     £ 260 

Wing structure repairs on Junior:       £ 130 

Radio kit for CFG, fitment delayed to this winter:     £1,351 

Aircraft Maintenance Tool Kit, £500 funded by Roly Taylor:    £ 532  

http://www.dsgc.co.uk/images/phocagallery/Matts_Doodles/thumbs/phoca_thumb_l_Duty%20Instructor.jpg


General materials, fabric, dopes, paint, polishes, etc.:    £ 411 

Fees – ARC Reviews, A/C weighing, BGA Inspector:     £ 255 

New BGA Glider Logbooks and DI Books:      £ 66 

Total:          £7,762 

Clearly the majority of these items were one-off costs that are unlikely to be repeated next year, the only 
exceptions being the new harness recently purchased and fitted to the Junior to replace the existing worn out 
one, and the ARC Review fees etc that will occur every year. This year’s programme is now under way with the K6 
almost complete, now waiting for the replacement instrument panel and electrics. The new panel is required to 
comply with BGA recommendations regarding pilot’s leg protection and break-away on impact properties.  

As we shall be attempting to keep the club flying through the next couple of winter months (subject to MT kit 
being available) by providing both 2-seaters for club members’ AFR flights and student training, the Junior will be 
the next glider to be de-rigged for inspection once the K6 has been completed. One problem we will have to 
resolve with this glider is the wear in the tailplane fixings allowing fore/aft movement at the tips – this feels 
excessive but has yet to be measured and compared with the Junior specification. 

I will post further updates in the clubhouse as the programme progresses. 

A Happy Christmas and a safe and enjoyable New Year to you all! 

Alan Wyse 

5. GROUND EQUIPMENT STUFF 

It’s that time of the year again and how quickly it comes around. 

We have enjoyed good reliability this year in the main so the servicing will again be fairly comprehensive to try to 
keep this up, although there are no really major component changes or ‘heavy’ tasks thank goodness. 

The schedule for this January needs to take into account our decision to continue flying through the month, so we 
must always have one winch, one tractor and one cable tow-out/glider retrieve vehicle available at all times. 

Following Tony’s decision to stand down as person responsible for ropes and strops, Tim has offered to help with 
this and is currently finding out how to splice rope. It’s all there on ‘the Web’ Tim. Thank you for taking this on. 

Richard A. & Darren managed to adjust the clutch on the International Tractor and this has saved us the cost of a 
clutch change this year at any rate. Thank you chaps. 

So it just remains for me to ask for some help with the servicing. 

Happy Christmas everyone, 

Peter Valentine. 

6. WHAT DID THE ROMANS HAVE TO DO WITH THE SPACE SHUTTLE? 

The US standard railway gauge (distance between the rails) is 4 feet, 8.5 inches. That's an exceedingly 
odd number. 
 
Why was that gauge used? Because that's the way they built them in England , and English expatriates 
designed the US railways. 
 



Why did the English build them like that? Because the first rail lines were built by the same people who 
built the pre-railroad tramways, and that's the gauge they used. 
 
Why did 'they' use that gauge then? Because the people who built the tramways used the same axle 
spacing that they had used for building wagons, which used that wheel spacing. 

 
Why did the wagons have that particular odd wheel spacing? Well, if they tried to use any other 
spacing, the wagon wheels would break on some of the old, long distance roads in England , because 
that's the spacing of the wheel ruts.  

 
So who built those old rutted roads? Imperial Rome built the first long distance roads in Europe 
(including England) for their legions. Those roads have been used ever since. 
 
And the ruts in the roads? Roman war chariots formed the initial ruts, which everyone else had to 
match for fear of destroying their wagon wheels. Since the chariots were made for Imperial Rome, 
they were all alike in the matter of wheel spacing. Therefore the United States standard railroad gauge 
of 4 feet, 8.5 inches is derived from the original specifications for an Imperial Roman war chariot. 
Bureaucracies live forever. 
 
So the next time you are handed a specification/procedure/process and wonder 'What horse's arse 
came up with this?', you may be exactly right. Imperial Roman army chariots were made just wide 
enough to accommodate the rear ends of two war horses. (Two horses' arses.) 

Now, the twist to the story: 
 
When you see a Space Shuttle sitting on its launch pad, there are two big booster rockets attached to 
the sides of the main fuel tank. These are solid rocket boosters, or SRBs. The SRBs are made by Thiokol 
at their factory in Utah. The engineers who designed the SRBs would have preferred to make them a 
bit fatter, but the SRBs had to be shipped by train from the factory to the launch site. The railroad line 
from the factory happens to run through a tunnel in the mountains, and the SRBs had to fit through 
that tunnel. The tunnel is slightly wider than the railroad track, and the railroad track, as you now 
know, is about as wide as two horses' behinds. 

 

So, a major Space Shuttle design feature of what is arguably the world's most advanced transportation 
system was determined over two thousand years ago by the width of a horse's arse. And you thought 
being a horse's arse wasn't important? Ancient horse's arses control almost everything...  
 
and CURRENT Horse's Arses in Brussels and London and Canberra and Washington DC are controlling 
everything else 

 

 
7.  WHAT DID THE ROMANS EVER DO FOR US? by Dave Mansfield 

That well known sketch from Monty Python.  

People tend to forget what is done by the few. It is easy to just turn up and fly without too much thought as to 
what has been done since the last time you were at the Club. 

The Aircraft that was put away dirty is now clean, the faults now repaired, the Ground Equipment is ready, 
rubbish removed from the Winch, Nissan and Discovery. The Caravan ready for action. Your Glidex account up to 
date, the money in the safe has been banked. The Clubhouse cleaned and rubbish bins emptied. The grass on the 
airfield cut. The Club Website updated with latest information and the Facebook page updated. So what else did 
the unseen do for the club? 

Perhaps the time has come to ask yourself ‘What Have I Done For The Club’ ?  

The Club does not employ anyone. Every Member can and should help.  

What about turning up early and help to get the aircraft out, the ground equipment out and the Glidex computer 
ready for arrivals to put their name on the Flying list.  



At the end of the Day, you can check that ALL radios have been put into the store room, ALL parachutes packed in 
their correct bags and put in the store room. What about the next time you put away a ,piece of Club Ground 
Equipment, you can check it and clear up any rubbish. Next time you help put the Aircraft away, you do the straps 
up, wash it, make sure the Battery master switch is OFF, and vacuum the insides.  

The next time you notice that the Dishwasher is full, you learn how to put it on. The next time you notice the Bins 
are full you take the full rubbish out and dispose it at home in your refuse bin.  

The list is endless but if all our Members did a little bit, then those few who normally do those chores can take a 
well-earned rest. 

Dave M 

PS Watch out Nobody Expects the Spanish Inquisition (Sorry for another Monty Python pun) 

 

Editor’s Note:  Thank you for this David. You are indeed saying what a lot of others are thinking and this probably 
needed airing openly. We are a virtually self-supporting club and unlike some clubs we don’t have paid Winch 
Drivers (they earn a fortune at Gransden, apparently!), a salaried Chief Aircraft Engineer, a cash-encouraged 
Groundsman or anyone else on a payroll. We rely on the skills and willingness of our overall membership. We all 
need to remember this. 

 

8. LEWIS’ GLIDING SCHOLARSHIP by Lewis 

Since the Summer we have all got to know Lewis and have seen the way he has developed both his flying and his ‘life 
skills’ with us, so he was asked to write a brief account of his first Summer with us and how he felt personally. Thank 
you Lewis and here it is: 

The Selection Process 
 
I found out about the scholarship, both from Mr Nieuwoudt and the school assemblies, I asked ‘Sir’ for more 
information and also for a form, which had to be filled out to stand a chance of getting on the short list. I 
completed the form and handed it in the very next day, so as to ensure I could get a decent chance of getting in! 
After I was accepted onto the short list, we attended a meeting with the gliding club representatives and all the 
other candidates. They told us all about what we would be learning if we were to pass our “interview flight”. 
 
The First Day on the Airfield 
 
The first day was, surprisingly, warm! When we arrived at the club I was assigned my mentor, Tim (thanks to him 
for putting up with me!) and I met all the people at the club who were all very welcoming. The flight is what I was 
nervous about, and when it came to it, I was very nervous! This was because I have a fear of heights, and did not 
know whether or not I would like it, but thankfully, due to Steve not throwing me out of my seat on that day, I was 
fine, and enjoyed it very much in the process! After this the wait began, and surely enough I was in, and could not 
wait to start. 
 
First Instructional Day as a Member 
 
My first flights went well, learning basic commands, as you do, and I was surprised at how much I actually 
progressed within the first few weeks. Also on that first day, I learnt all of the airfield jobs, which I still like to take 
a role in now, and probably always will. Thank you to all the people who put up with me on that first day, but I like 
to be hands on and learn everything I can! 
 
Progress Towards Solo 
 
As I progressed I slowly found myself getting drawn in to the bug of flying, and also found my weaknesses, strong 
10 knot thermals with Steve and G-forces were a little hard for my body to accept. Once I got over these, thanks to 
Steve for all those dolphins and stick manoeuvres, he put me on the subject of stalling and spinning, and as Steve 
can say, I may have shaken a few of the aircraft’s bolts loose when I knew what we were about to do. But actually 



after a few spins I started to enjoy them, and will definitely be practicing them again when this summer comes 
around! 
 
My First Solo 
 
I had just landed from an instructional flight with Steve, and after he jumped out to “get a pillow” I was told to 
have a good flight and as you may imagine, being the nervous person that I am, I was a bit anxious. “A face like a 
picture” was what Steve said! During the flight I just flew, normally, and it was nice with no instructor in the back, 
more like the proper thought of flying. After the crosswind landing that I had completed successfully, it hit me 
what I had done, and sat still for a few seconds, before looking behind me to see a crowd of instructors and people 
walking over, clapping. I thought, “it wasn't that good”! Anyway I after my three solo flights and back in the 
clubhouse, I got presented with both my wings, which I liked, and a picture, which I hated!! 
 
Post Solo 
 
After a few flights of just launches, circuits and landings I started to enjoy it a lot more, and start to do a few turns 
and such until the day when It was time to convert to a single-seater. Steve sat me in the tiny little cockpit of the 
Ka-8 and I got used to it slowly, the first flight being amazing (it turns!!!) but the second not so much, being a 90 
knot launch with a cable break made me a bit nervous but I dealt with it, these things happen! So far my flights in 
the single have been exiting, and I’m getting used to the regular link breaks, they seem to have it in for me!! Thank 
you Roger Morrisroe for also showing me how to make people feel very ill as well....... 
 
Thank you's: 
 
Tim- For being a great mentor and helper, thank you Tim!! 
Peter- For instructing me on most of my airfield ventures, and all the help you have given me with other things 
besides! 
Steve- My main instructor, I envy your patience, thank you for putting up with me!! 
Everyone- For accepting me into your community, and being all very welcoming!  
 

9. ACHIEVEMENTS 

Excellent first solos from Chris Barrott and Henry Webb 

Conversion to the Ka8 by Lewis Smith 

Conversion to the ‘Junior’ by Ollie Wilson & Gareth Thomas 

Well done to all you guys. 

Ollie has bought a very nice K6, (or rather Keith bought it for him!) and that now resides in its trailer in our 
compound. We’ll soon have a full squadron of K6’s on site. 

10. HOW MANY DOES IT TAKE TO FLY A GLIDER? By Tony Walker 

One warm Summers day, as I was getting ready to launch in the ‘Junior’, I was accosted by another club member 
with the phrase “what are you doing with my Junior?” which he had, apparently, booked to try for a 50k flight.  
This was despite him having turned up a minute before briefing and having had no hand in setting out the field 
for the day nor the washing, polishing and DI of that aircraft (which I and another had just completed). The 
matter was ultimately resolved after he had been sent to check over the trailer - just in case he ended up in a 
field, but it led me to think about how much we rely on other members to assist us in our hobby and so the title 
for this article was created. 

So, how many does it take to fly an aircraft? 



One I hear you say, as you drift away from the top of the launch (or two if you are an ab-initio with a voice in the 
back who prods you when you do something wrong).  What about the guy driving the winch I ask, you couldn’t 
have got there without him, and the signaller, sorry, signallers passing the ‘take up slack’---‘all out’ message. Or 
the wingtip holder.  Or the guys who dragged the glider back to the launchpoint after the last landing, or the chap 
keeping warm in the caravan and driving the computer.  That reminds me- the cable tow driver, and the guys who 
set out the signs and who brought the caravan to the launchpoint, and DI’d the winch, and checked the cables. 
Even without me mentioning the launch-point controller you can see where this is going.   

If you add up all the individual actions on a typical day of 30 launches these amount to more than 400 short but 
essential tasks which have to be done (some of the actions I have taken as multiples of the simplest task to arrive 
at this figure, e.g.: preparing and giving the briefing counts 4 and I have not included the instructors input).  This 
means each launch ‘costs’ 13 or so actions. So if you have a check flight and a couple of solo launches you need to 
be doing 40-ish actions to do your share.  If your contribution is by way of help is retrieving gliders and holding 
wingtips then you need to do that more times than there are launches! 

Mind you, some of the guys who turn up, rig and fly do lots of other helping around the club, (but only some of 
them).  The Thursday ‘elves’ probably spend less time in flying activities than maintenance on Thursdays, 
particularly through the Winter so if you see some of these guys not doing much you may think twice before 
pointing at them. 

So, how many does it take to fly an aircraft?  One (or two if you have the voice in the back) is the correct answer 
but perhaps the question should have been How many does it take to get this aircraft into the air. Ask yourself if 
you have done sufficient for your fellow members before leaving the field next time you fly and see where you fit. 

Was I mean in taking the ‘Junior’ for a fly whilst our 50k aspiring pilot checked the trailer and ground his teeth?  
Yes I probably was, but then I am an ‘elf’. 

11.  OUR YEAR IN CAMERA by Keith Wilson 

Thank you for doing these Keith. Keith owns the copyright to these photos. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12.  AND FINALLY……… 

We have amongst our younger membership some who hope to become commercial pilots. To encourage them, 
and others who might dream of long-haul commercial piloting, here is a simulation course which can be done at 
home to see if you will enjoy it, or if your dreams would be nightmares: 

Pilot training: Simulator course for those who still hunger for the romance and adventure of long-haul flying 
 
It will all come to you if you practice the following at home: 
 
1. Stay out of bed all night 
 
2. Sit in your most uncomfortable chair, in a closet, for nine or ten hours facing a four foot wide panoramic photo 
of a flight deck. 
 
3. Have two or three noisy vacuum cleaners on high, out of sight but within hearing distance and operating 
throughout the night. If a vacuum cleaner fails, do the appropriate restart checklist. 
 
4. Halfway through your nocturnal simulator course, arrange for a bright spotlight to shine directly into your face 
for two or three hours, simulating flying an eastbound flight into the sunrise. 
 
5. Have bland overcooked food served on a tray midway through the night. 
 
6. Have semi-cold cups of coffee delivered from time to time. Ask your spouse or mother/father to slam the door 
frequently. 
 
7. At the time when you must heed nature's call, force yourself to stand outside the bathroom door for at least ten 
minutes, transferring your weight from leg to leg, easing the discomfort.   Don't forget to wear a hat. 
 
8. Leave the closet after the prescribed nine or ten hours, turn on your garden sprinklers and stand out in the cold 
and 'rain' for twenty minutes, simulating the wait for the crew car. 
 
9. Head for your bedroom, wet and with a suitcase and flight bag. Stand outside the door for around 15 minutes, 
simulating the wait while the maid makes up the hotel room. 
 
10. When you are asked, 'Just what in the hell have you been doing?' just say, 'Recalling the allure of all night 
flying to romantic places.' as you collapse into bed. 
 
11. If you are a purist, do this two nights in a row. 

 

  

HAPPY CHRISTMAS 


